IJIS Broker/Integrator

Secure Information Exchange Between Systems and Agencies

Share information securely, accurately, and efficiently with all the agencies in your network with the IJIS Broker/Integrator.

IJIS Broker/Integrator is like a universal adaptor for data systems. No matter what language your system or others are using, it works seamlessly across environments to ensure users on all ends have the data they need.

**Your agency can:**

- Use a single tool for all data exchanges, without the need for extra connectors or adaptors
- Let business processes drive data exchange, rather than the other way around
- Clearly define your data exchanges, setting up either real-time transfers or scheduled information-sharing events
- Exchange data with any agency or system, whether in or out of the justice system
- Ensure the highest standards of privacy and security in all exchanges

Timely, accurate data is critical to your agency’s operations, and with the IJIS Broker/Integrator, your team has seamless access to all the information they need.

**Key Features:**

IJIS Broker/Integrator is an open standards platform that:

- Captures information once at the point of origin and reuses it throughout the system
- Natively processes GJXDM, NIEM, XBRL, and ECF-based transactions
- Easily imports/exports all metadata formats
- Provides hundreds of standards-compliant exchanges and interfaces with hundreds of partners
- Acts as an adaptor for systems that are unable to process XML schemas

**Keep Justice Moving Efficiently with IJIS Broker/Integrator**

- Open standards platform
- Business-process-driven data exchanges
- Compliant with the Court Component Model